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T h e  b a r r e n  A r e a

It was formerly supposed that the several coal formations of the Appa
lachian region would hold coal of commercial value over the entire area 
of that great field. Your speaker pointed out, many years ago, that this 
was a grave mistake, so far as the Monongahela and Pottsville series are 
concerned, and, later, that the Allegheny and Kanawha coals also share 
the same fate when they pass under water level toward the center of the 
Appalachian basin; that, instead of a continuous sheet of produ ctive  
Coal Measures underlying this entire field, there is a great barren  zone 
which in the Allegheny series begins a few miles north from Pittsburg, 
and, embracing most of Allegheny county, a large portion of Westmore
land, practically all of Washington, Greene, and western Fayette, as well 
as southern Beaver, passes southwestward entirely across West Virginia 
and southeastern Ohio, thus reducing enormously the productive area of 
the Allegheny series and its usually estimated coal resources.

The celebrated Pittsburg coal holds its place in the series, however, 
until we reach Doddridge county, western Wetzel, and eastern Tyler, in 
West Virginia, when it, too, disappears, except in scattered patches along 
its eastern crop through Lewis, Braxton, Gilmer, Roane, Kanawha, and
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Putnam counties, as we may see by inspection of the coal map of the 
West Virginia Geological Survey. The same thing happens to this coal 
in southeastern Ohio, so that it  is practically absent from Monroe, Wash
ington, eastern Athens, much of Meigs, and Gallia.

These facts have been brought to light principally by the oil-well drill
ers in the search for petroleum and natural gas. The great Burning 
Springs-Volcano anticlinal of West Virginia, which along its highest 
crest in Wirt, Wood, and Pleasants counties brings up to daylight suc
cessively the Monongahela, Conemaugh, and Allegheny series, right across 
the center of the Appalachian field, confirms the story ef the drill, since 
near Petroleum station, where all the measures from the top of the 
Monongahela series down to the Pottsville are exposed to view, only one 
coal bed is visible, and it is only four feet thick, impure, and split into 
two practically worthless divisions by 6 to 8 feet of slate. Your speaker 
has personally examined the rock materials brought up by the sand pump 
while the drill was passing through the Allegheny beds in several well? 
from the region of Pittsburg southwestward across western Pennsylvania, 
West Virginia, southeastern Ohio, and on to the Big Sandy river at the 
Kentucky line in Wayne county, with the result that over a belt having 
a width of 40 to 50 miles at the Pittsburg end, and practically the same 
on the Big Sandy, and swelling out to 100 miles or more near its center 
at the longitude of the Little Kanawha river, there is practically no com 
mercial coal, as we know that term now, in the entire Allegheny series.

E x t e n t  of R eduction  of t h e  productive Areas

The effect of this barren zone on West Virginia’s productive coal area 
is to reduce it from 17,000 square miles, as usually given in statistical 
tables, to only about half that size, and the tonnage, as recently estimated 
by Mr M. R. Campbell, of the United States Geological Survey, from
231.000.000.000 to only about 60,000,000,000 tons of first-class available 
fuel, after providing for the necessary waste in mining, or less than one- 
half of Mr Campbell’s estimate for that state.

The 112,000,000,000 tons of bituminous coal originally existing in 
Pennsylvania and 86,000,000,000 in Ohio, as estimated by Campbell, are 
also both much too great, on account of this barren zone in these states. 
It is quite certain that Pennsylvania will not furnish much more than-
40.000.000.000 tons and Ohio probably not more than 25,000,000,000 
tons of commercial bituminous coal; so that the three great coal states of 
the northern Appalachian field, namely, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West 
Virginia, will together produce only about 125,000,000,000 tons of good 
coal and probably 50,000,000,000 tons of an inferior grade, instead of the 
much larger quantity indicated by Mr Campbell’s figures, which are evi
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dently based upon the old supposition that this barren area would hold 
as much coal as any other portion of the Appalachian field.

M etho d  of D epo sitio n  of t h e  Coal

Prom this brief statement of the facts in the case it  would appear that 
the several coal formations, beginning with the oldest— Pocahontas, New 
Eiver, Kanawha, Allegheny, Conemaugh, and Monongahela—were depos
ited in narrow belts or fringes, 20 to 30 miles in breadth, around the bor
ders of the great Appalachian basin, each higher series extending farther 
toward the center of the trough than its predecessor. This condition of 
affairs is shown by the distribution of the colors on the West Virginia 
coal map, and which in its uncolored portion also indicates the central 
barren zone. The query naturally arises: Why were no valuable coal 
beds formed in this great central trough, where the older geologists and 
many of the younger ones, it appears, supposed the coal beds would be 
thickest and most numerous? The question is a puzzling one, but this 
absence of valuable coal deposits is due most probably to the fact that the 
central region of the Appalachian coal field was covered with water to 
such a depth that vegetation could not secure a foothold, and hence while 
sediments accumulated there to practically the same thickness as in other 
portions of the basin, they consist only of shales, sandstones, and lime
stones, the latter being in greater proportion than where the coal accumu
lated in commercial quantity. Of course, there will be some islands of 
commercial coal in this long and broad barren zone, but they will be local 
and of small extent.

D uration  of t h e  n o r th ern  A ppa l a c h ia n  F ield

This shortage of coal brings to the citizens of the Pittsburg region, 
the present manufacturing center of the world, the most serious problem 
that has ever confronted them. They have been told that they originally 
had 430,000,000,000 tons of coal in the three states that surround them, 
and that it would suffice for 150 to 200 years, while the truth is they have 
only about one-half of that amount, and with the present wasteful mining 
methods it will last only 50 years. I f  this waste continues, some of you 
in this audience will see the finish in the northern Appalachian field of 
all cheap and easily obtained coal. Many of you do not credit these 
statements. They are capable of demonstration to those whose minds 
are open to reason and the irresistible logic of facts.

The area of the great Pittsburg bed, that wonderful coal seam to which 
Pittsburg owes its very existence, is known almost to the acre. Pennsyl
vania had remaining 1,090,000 acres of it at the beginning of 1908, and 
she has several thousand acres less now, since her annual production from 
this one coal bed is approximately 95,000,000 tons. This represents an



exhaustion of over 1,000 acres every month of the year, because the best 
mining engineers of Pennsylvania have succeeded in saving and utilizing 
only 8,000 tons of coal to the acre, of the 12,000 to 15,000 that are pres
ent in the Pittsburg vein. Hence, should there be no increase in produc
tion over the present, this famous coal bed would be entirely exhausted 
from the state of Pennsylvania within 80 to 90 years. But what reason 
is there for not believing that every normal year will record its regular 
increase, until in 10 to 12 years at most Pennsylvania will have doubled 
her present output of Pittsburg coal? West Virginia has only about the 
same acreage of this great coal bed as Pennsylvania, while Ohio’s entire 
area will be practically gone in 25 years. Hence one can readily perceive 
that, with only a century’s supply at the present rate of mining and in  
view of the greatly increased production which can not fail to come with 
our growth in population, 50 years is a liberal estimate for the life of the 
Pittsburg coal bed. The same causes will in approximately that time 
exhaust all of the cheaply mined thin veins in the Allegheny series of 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and northern West Virginia, and Pittsburg’s indus
tries will have entered upon the expensive method of mining coal by deep 
shafts to beds of inferior quality, of only one to two feet in  thickness, 
and of attempting to recover at great expense the many millions of tons 
of good fuel already left in  the pillars, roofs, and bottoms of long aban
doned mines. This is no fairy story. It is as sure to come to pass at 
approximately 50 years in the future, if  present wasteful methods con
tinue, as that the sun will rise tomorrow.

P resen t  W aste of F uel

It can do no harm to recall some of the sins of waste committed in  the 
past, since many of these still persist. The citizens of Pennsylvania, and 
especially of the Pittsburg district, have already wasted more of their 
precious fuel supplies, both solid and gaseous, than they have ever used. 
More than thirty thousand beehive ovens continue to consume, almost 
within sight of their great factories, one-third of the power and all of the 
precious by-products locked up in the finest bed of coal the world has ever 
known, and of which, as we have seen, they have such a limited supply. 
The quantity of natural gas, that best of all the fuels, which western 
Pennsylvania has wasted from the many thousands of wells drilled within 
her borders, vastly exceeds in value all the petroleum she has ever pro
duced. Not satisfied with thus despoiling their own fair commonwealth 
of its most precious fuel possession, some of the most powerful corpora
tions, with headquarters in Pittsburg, have been the principal agents in 
wasting unnumbered billions of cubic feet of this precious fuel in the 
Bister states of Ohio and West Virginia. The general superintendent of 
one of the great gas companies told me only a few days ago that he had
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personal knowledge of one well in West Virginia from which 12,000,000 
feet of gas escaped daily in producing only four barrels of oil, and this 
spectacle of wasting the heating value of 12,000 bushels of coal daily, 
together with the power to deliver itself free of charges for transportation 
to Pittsburg’s factories, was at that time not an isolated case, but only 
one of hundreds. During this riot of waste one of these great gas com
panies put into its lines in West Virginia nearly 100,000,000 cubic feet 
of gas daily and delivered in Pittsburg much less than half that quantity, 
the larger portion having escaped into the air through the defective 
joints of cheap and imperfect pipe-line construction. An enormous waste 
of gaseous fuel is still an incident of oil production in Pennsylvania, as 
well as in Ohio and West Virginia, and will probably so continue to the 
end of the chapter, largely because a few influential citizens of Pennsyl
vania, Ohio, and New York always oppose any attempt to prevent this 
crime against these commonwealths. A great portion of this wasted gas 
in West Virginia and Ohio was safely stored by nature, under immense 
pressure, in the immediate pathway of this barren coal zone, and there 
can be no doubt that its heating value, if properly utilized, would have 
much more than replaced the missing coal beds, and thus to that extent 
delayed the end of cheap fuel in the Pittsburg district.

D anger op Catastrophes

The recent awful catastrophe at Marianna is most disquieting to think
ing minds. Disquieting, not alone for the frightful loss of precious lives 
from the ranks of the brave toilers in a most dangerous occupation, in 
which the men of skill are all too few, but also for the dread suspicion 
which arises concerning the future of deep mining in  this richest zone of 
coal. Harwick, Ellsworth, Naomi, Monongah, Darr, Marianna are all 
within the regions of great deposits of natural gas. Can it be possible 
that in such situations this volatile substance, released from its long 
prison by the thousands of oil and gas wells drilled to the deeply buried 
reservoirs of gaseous fuel, has permeated these mines in  large quantity 
through the ever-present fissures of the earth’s stony crust?

At the White House conference of governors, called last May by our 
illustrious President to take stock of the fast disappearing natural re
sources of the nation, and to advise with him concerning ways and means 
to conserve the same, your speaker called attention to this “sword of 
Damocles,” an ever-impending peril to deep mining over the oil and gas 
areas, and to the unknown waste of coal and precious lives that may pos
sibly result therefrom. At least three-fourths of the entire area of Pitts
burg coal remaining unmined in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia 
is within this dangerous zone. Of the thousands of oil and gas wells 
drilled in this great area stretching from the Pittsburg region southwest-



ward across Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and southeastern Ohio, hun
dreds of which have been abandoned in each of these three states and the 
casing removed, probably not a single one has been so located by public 
charts accessible to coal operators that its presence could be learned and 
its danger guarded against after the farmers have cleared away the rub
bish of derrick and drill and recovered the poisoned soil for grazing or 
other agricultural purposes. There would have been perils enough in this 
deeply buried Pittsburg coal area from the inflammable gases already 
present in the coal itself, if  not a single oil or gas well had ever been 
drilled to these great underlying reservoirs to release, when abandoned, 
the deadly forces of explosive gas into the very midst of the workers, 
against which neither the skill of the miner nor the science of the engi
neer seems able to cope. It is barely possible that the oil and gas pro
ducers have thus through abandoned wells added so greatly to the perils 
of deep mining that large areas of this matchless Pittsburg coal, as well 
as any other beds which might underlie it in this broad oil and gas belt 
southwest from Pittsburg, will be practically irrecoverable except at enor
mous expense of life and treasure. It is needless to comment upon the 
additional fuel shortage which such a condition would mean to Pitts
burg’s iron and steel industries. The mere mention of the possibility of 
this peril ought to be sufficient to put every patriotic citizen on guard 
against increasing this danger. Not a single string of casing that has 
penetrated the productive coal measures in the oil or gas regions of the 
states where natural gas is encountered in any appreciable quantity 
should ever be pulled out until the underlying coal has been removed. 
The oil producers are robbing the entire country of its precious fuel gases. 
Why should they be permitted also to endanger its solid fuels ? Here is 
some work for the governors and legislatures of Pennsylvania, Ohio, West 
Virginia, and Kentucky that could bring no harm to legitimate oil and 
gas interests and which may result in an immense saving of life as well 
as of fuel resources.

N eed  of Conservation

What moral should be drawn from these facts? That homely adage 
of our forefathers, “Needless waste brings woeful want,” is just as true 
for communities, states, and nations as for individuals. The story of 
“Coal Oil Johnny” is being reenacted by the Pittsburg district and many 
other districts of our country on an enormous scale, and the final results, 
although a little longer delayed, can not fail to be similar. On the one 
hand we perceive our fuel resources reduced by this barren zone to one- 
half of what were supposed to be readily and cheaply accessible, and on 
the other, these resources so greatly depleted by unbridled waste that in
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only a few years at most cheap fuel will have passed into history from 
this great district.

Disguise it as we may, the picture is not a pleasing one. The great 
engineers and captains of industry, whose skill and genius, aided by an 
unrivaled wealth of cheap fuel and the protecting aegis of a wise and gen
erous government, have centered here the iron and steel business of the 
world, should not glance at the picture and turn lightly away to forget 
it in the busy hum of furnace and forge. These wonderful industries 
should remain here and prosper not a few decades, but for centuries. 
But just as surely as the successful past and glorious present have been 
founded upon unrivaled resources in cheap fuel, so surely will these great 
industries decline and die with its disappearance. “Mene, Mene, Tekel, 
Upharsin” will be written large over the gateways of the Pittsburg dis
trict before the present century closes, unless the men who own the mines 
and factories awake at once to the danger that portends.

What will it profit these industries that enormous coal'deposits exist in 
Wyoming, North Dakota, Montana, and far away Alaska, as well as in 
other portions of the distant west, when a freight cost of many dollars 
per ton intervenes? No, these western coal fields are not for Pittsburg. 
Nature has forbidden it by barriers which the skill of man can never 
hope to conquer. When the coal in the Appalachian field is gone, no 
other field can take its place in Pittsburg’s industrial life.

Every citizen of our beloved union is interested in perpetuating as long 
as possible the giant industries that have sprung into existence around 
the home of Father Pitt. When the mighty pulsations of this industrial 
life slow down even temporarily, lethargy and palsy strike every artery 
of trade and commerce on the continent. The postponement or preven
tion of the evil day when these great industries shall close for want of 
power is worthy of the best thought of every patriotic American.

R emedy  for t h e  E vils of W aste

What is the remedy? What is possible to be done in order to postpone 
indefinitely this dreaded day, so fateful to industrial life? The answer 
may be summed up in two words— Stop wastes. Not alone waste of nat
ural gas, waste in  mining, but all other needless wastes. Why should the 
flaming throats of so many wasteful coke ovens continue to vomit sky
ward such enormous volumes of precious gaseous fuel, with its clouds of 
carbon to pollute the air, stifle vegetation, and render life a burden, when 
all of this wasted energy will so soon be needed in our unrivaled fac
tories? True, your furnace managers may say the coke from the beehive 
oven is superior in structure and reducing capacity to that of the by
product process. But is this superiority sufficiently great to warrant the 
waste of so much heat, and all of the other precious by-products which



our European cousins find so much profit in manufacturing and selling 
to us ? Are not our engineers equal to the task of manufacturing a first- 
class furnace coke without such an enormous waste of Yalues ? Are they 
less skillful than their German and English brothers ?

Why should we retain the steam-engine, to consume with frightful 
speed so much of our finest fuel, when much more power can be obtained 
by the use of the gas engine from an equal weight of impure or low grade 
coal? Fortunate would it be for our future if  some master genius could 
arise in the great iron and steel industries who would at one stroke 
arrange to relegate both the steam-engine and the beehive coke oven to 
the junk heap of the wasteful past, like McCrea and his predecessor, the 
gifted Cassatt, have undertaken to do with the steam locomotive on one 
of the world’s greatest railways.

Again, why should the Pittsburg district permit these acres of coal 
barges, loaded with precious black diamonds, the heart of the finest coal 
bed in the world, mined from its immediate hills, to float through its 
gates dow n  to other marts at a minimum profit to any one owing to enor
mous losses by flood and collision, when it is absolutely certain that be
fore the century closes the coal from eastern Kentucky and southern 
West Virginia will be towed u p  the Ohio to replace what should never 
have been taken away. Would it not be prudent and the part of far- 
seeing business wisdom to let the Great Kanawha and Big Sandy coal 
fields possess these southern markets, to which they are so much more 
cheaply accessible, rather than sell at a small profit today what will be 
bought back in the near tomorrow at triple or even quadruple the present 
selling price? The coal in  the Appalachian field is the only large body 
of first-class coking fuel on the continent, and the first duty of those who 
control the bulk of the enormous iron and steel industries of this district 
is to conserve all that is possible of this precious fuel for that particular 
purpose.

Another form of wasted energy not so apparent to the eye, but which 
in the aggregate probably amounts to much more annually than all other 
forms of energy, both consumed and wasted, is the waste of water, which 
the nation permits to pass unhindered to the sea, often destroying in a 
year enough property in the Pittsburg district and between there and 
Cairo to pay the entire cost of control and utilization. With the waste 
and disappearance of our forests, these periodical floods are certain to 
increase in destructiveness. Why should this now worse than wasted 
power, all easily within the limits of electrical transmission, not be 30 
stored, controlled, and utilized that we could not only have navigable 
rivers from Pittsburg to the Gulf the most of the year, upon which to 
distribute cheaply the products of the mills and factories, but could also 
thereby greatly prolong the life and growth of our famous industries?
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